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DOMETIC COOLICE
WCI22 Insulation box 

        

   

Product price:  

122,13 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

DOMETIC COOLICE WCI22 Thermal Container 

DOMETIC COOLICE WCI22 high outside temperatures, rough terrain, dust and mud? The
indestructible Dometic thermal containers handle them without a problem. The CoolIce thermal
containers are characterised by extremely effective insulation and, once ice packs or cubes are
inserted, preserve the freshness of food, fish, bait or game. Even for several days, depending on
usage and environmental conditions. DOMETIC COOLICE WCI22 Guaranteed for 2 years! Made
of impact-resistant plastic, they are prepared for use in the harshest conditions. This reliable
thermal container is equipped with a robust, thick layer of insulating foam suitable for
refrigeration, as well as labyrinth seals that retain cold air on the inside and warm air on the
outside for longer. This ensures a longer ice life, regardless of the outside temperature.

DOMETIC COOLICE WCI22 Regardless of the heat outside, thanks to the CoolIce WCI22 cool
box, your food and drinks will always be cool. Made of durable plastic, it can withstand the
harshest conditions. Its thick foam insulation and specially designed seals help keep the ice
frozen. 

This highly efficient and lightweight cooler can keep ice for many days. 

Dometic Blocking and sealing technology

Blocks and seals cold air inside for longer ice life

Robust

Robust design with unique labyrinth seal

Carrying handle
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Comfortable carrying handle

Technical specifications DOMETIC COOLICE WCI22:

Refrigerator volume: 22 Lt

Length: 363 mm

Width: 386 mm

Height: 313.94 mm

Weight: 4.36 kg

Keeps ice for days DOMETIC COOLICE WCI22

Thermal containers like the Dometic CoolIce WCI22 are perfect for situations where there is no
power source at hand. They can store ice for a long time, depending on the model and conditions
of use. These robust thermal containers are ideal for continuous exposure to the elements,
particularly on boats. The thick foam insulation and labyrinth seal design help to increase the
durability of the ice. The design prevents heat from penetrating inside and the cold from escaping!
DOMETIC CoolIce WCI22 cool boxes are extremely robust, durable and easy to clean.

If you are looking for a similar product or one with similar features, click HERE.

Non-binding images and technical data.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 363
Width (mm): 386
Height (mm): 314
Product type: Insulation box
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 22
Weight (Kg): 4.50
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